To find information in Facts & Comparisons eAnswers, you can use the search box located on the homepage. You can also access a search box on the top left corner of every page while viewing a monograph or clinical tool.

Conduct a search using a drug name or NDC.

The initial search will always contain results from Drug Facts and Comparisons, the primary content set for Facts & Comparisons eAnswers.

When you begin typing your search keywords, suggested terms will appear when at least two characters are entered. You can select a suggested search term by clicking on a term from the populated list.

To connect you to answers faster, links to the monograph sections most frequently accessed by users are available from the search results page. You can use these section links or click the drug monograph title hyperlink under the Drug Facts and Comparisons heading to access desired content.

Within a specific drug monograph window, you can navigate the content quickly by using the Outline on the left side or the "Jump to Section" drop-down menu on the right.

For a more detailed search, use the "Find in document" search bar to locate specific terms within the monograph.

Use the "Therapeutic Category" navigation option to see other medications within the category or navigate to other monographs within Drug Facts and Comparisons.

You can also access additional content by clicking the tabs across the top of the monograph display. These tabs will give you access to the product list, as well as the adult and patient medication leaflets.
The blue clinical decision tool bar provides access to all clinical tools included in your subscription. Click on “More Clinical Tools” to access additional features available in Facts & Comparisons eAnswers.